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Library is a secret paradise for every book lover, thus in every school putting up a reading haven is an essential ancillary where pupils can have fun of reading any kinds of books which they can gain new learning and wisdom. Through this center of knowledge pupils can improve their genuine love for reading.

Keeping the library as sanctuary of valuable books where we can learn positive values from the famous Aesop’s fairy tales up to those Adarna books which not only the school children love to read but even the young at heart.

We love to indulge ourselves in reading books where we not only learn but entertain us too. So libraries now days also offer pocketbooks which everyone can enjoy, these pocketbooks replace those popular comics in 1980 and other kids magazines which are appealing to children.

From travelling around the world ... to places beyond our imagination ... to those undiscovered areas where serenity and magical experiences can be encountered. A variety of books can attract the attention of school children to spend time reading books in the library.
Leaping the ideals and aspirations of pupils is one of the main objectives of revitalizing school library in order to enhance reading abilities of Filipino children. Basic attitudes, skills and keen interest in reading are also being developed and extended into the higher level of interest.

School library is considered as second classroom for most pupils so it’s high time to revitalize the center to make it a haven for learning since reading is a vital cog in developing the children’s intellectual aspect.
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